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This cute 70th Birthday Gift Journal / Diary / Notebook makes for a great birthday
card / greeting card present! It is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank lined pages
with a white background theme for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even
sketching.
For use at your special event. This book will make your birthday memorable and
even entertaining for years to come. Product information: 100 pages acid- free,
pure white thick (55Ib) paper to minimize ink bleed. Features space for up to 400
entries. 4 formatted sections / sign in space per page with plenty space for
messages, name, email and phone. 8.5x 11 Extra bonus gift log to keep track of
gift received and making it easy to send thank you card/message. Get a copy
today!
Happy 70th Birthday70 Years Loved, Adorable Polar Bear Designed Large Print
Address Book for Seniors. Forget the Birthday Card and Get a Birthday Book
Instead!
A bittersweet portrait of love and loss from award-winning playwright Sarah Ruhl.
Fun and quirky 70 and Fabulous Birthday Party Guest Book - Create a wonderful
keepsake of your special event to treasure for always. Ideal gift for the woman
who loves to sparkle! Your guests can sign or share a memory from years past,
even add a fun selfie sketch to the Gallery of Friends Pages, containing empty
quirky hand drawn picture frames to draw pictures of themselves! Use Instant
Photo Cameras to take photos of your friends enjoying themselves and place into
the many pages through the book. This book is a perfect addition to your birthday
party decorations. Leave on your arrival table or place copies around the room
for your guests to write and help make a fun memento of the party. Hand drawn
decorated lined pages with lots of room for guests to write their personal
messages. Decorated pages to add more comments or add the instant photos of
your friends. Personalise the front page with the birthday hosts special date and
details. Quirky hand drawn picture frames to let your friends draw selfies of
themselves. 120 Pages in Square Format Sized 8.5 by 8.5 inches. Gift Record
Pages Soft Glossy Cover with cream pages. Pink and Gold Ombre Dripping
Glitter Style Front and Back Cover
Celebrate a milestone birthday with this fun and unique guest book by
Kensington Press (size 8.5" x 8.5"). Now you can capture those heart-warming
wishes from friends and family at a party with enough space to write up to 150
names and messages.
70 Things to Do When You Turn 70 celebrates the opportunities to have meaningful
and fulfilling lives at 70 and beyond. This inspiring collection of 70 essays, follows the
popular success of other books in the series like 50 Things to Do When You Turn 50
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and 60 Things to Do When You Turn 60. The contributors include a wide diversity of
people 70+ who have taken on exciting challenges and have found fun, intriguing, and
surprising ways to make their lives rewarding. 70 Things to Do When You Turn 70
features such luminaries as world-renowned poet Nikki Giovanni, American Book
Award-winning author Gary Zukav, Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Elaine Madsen,
and the acclaimed writer Daniel Klein. As an added bonus, portions of Mark Twain's
famous 70th-birthday speech, in which he reveals the secrets of his longevity, will be
included. 70 Things to Do When You Turn 70 is the perfect gift for anyone reaching this
milestone age. All royalties from the sale of this book will be donated to cancer
research and prevention.
Happy 70th Birthday guest book, to guests to share their well wishes, and place photos
and memories
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just
search the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday, for example:
level up designs 18th birthday. This large print internet password organizer makes the
perfect birthday gift! People of all ages need a way to keep and organize all those hard
to remember website usernames and passwords. After all, there is nothing more
irritating than trying to log into a website and getting that lovely message, "Incorrect
Username or Password." UGH! With this book that will be a problem no more. The first
page of the book features space for up to 5 wireless networks along with their locations
and passwords. This book also features space to list 288 internet accounts including:
Account/Website Name Username Password Email Pin Code Security Question Other
features include: Pages are in alphabetical order. Nice wide lines with plenty of space
to write. A large book size of 8 1/2" x 11" so it can be easily found. Search "Level Up
Designs Happy Birthday Books" or click on our name above and check out our wide
variety of awesome birthday books.
This gratitude interior 70th Birthday Gift Journal / Diary / Notebook makes for a perfect
anniversary card / greeting card present! It is 8x10 inches in size with 120 pages with a
white background gratitude theme for writing down thoughts, and ideas.
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just
search the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday, for example:
level up designs 18th birthday. This large print address book is the perfect birthday gift!
Anyone wanting an easy to use address book with larger text and a larger book format
will find getting themselves organized a breeze. It features space to list 436 contacts
including: Name Address Cell Phone Home Phone Work Phone Email Address Other
features include: An emergency contacts page in the front of the book for easy access
including 911. Nice wide lines with plenty of space to write. A large book size of 8 1/2" x
11" so it can be easily found. A beautiful, professionally designed cover that lets you
express your individuality. Click on our name above or search "Level Up Designs
birthday books" on Amazon and check out some of our other birthday books such as:
Large Print Password Organizers Journals, Diaries, and Notebooks Sketchbooks and
much more
Vacation Rental Guest Book. Travel Guest Book for Log Cabins, Lake House, Beach
House, Hotels, Motels, Vacation Rentals, Airbnb, VRBO, HomeAway and more. If you
host guests overnight then this guest book is perfect for your guests to record their
memories! With 100 lined pages, with fields for Your guests will have plenty of room to
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sign their name and share their memories and stories of their stay. The beautiful cover
and attractive modern design are guaranteed to impress all of your guests.

This 70th Birthday Gift / Journal / Diary / Notebook makes an awesome unique
birthday card / greeting card idea as a present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches in size
with 110 blank lined pages with a colorful background theme for writing down
thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
Happy 70th birthday gift journal is a 120 pages Notebook Birthday , "happy
birthday 70th" on a Matte-finish cover.Happy Birthday 31 Years old, 31 Year Old
Birthday Gift for women. Perfect gift for women, men, journal gift.Source image
freepik. Com. Specifications : Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x
22.86 cm) Interior: White Paper, Lined Pages Pages: 120 Perfect for personal
use, or for your
This cute Corgi Lover Birthday Gift is also a unique Birthday Keepsake book and
makes the perfect gift for men women and Kids. More details include: Happy
Birthday message on the first page 120 High Quality white pages for party
guest's messages and wishes or for journaling A beautifully designed Soft Cover.
A portable 6"x9" size, easy to carry around. Don't buy another birthday card, use
this Birthday Book and keep your memory forever!
Happy Birthday wishes to your friends and family all the best on their special day!
Sweet Happy 70th Birthday Gift for friends and family to wish them all the best on
their Bday. This Legend Was Born In 1950 Limited Edition Journal is a great gift
for anyone who is celebrating his birthday in this quarantine period. It's so simple
to use, you can write down your activities during the day, your intentions and
accomplishments, your feels, your emotions and whenever you feel grateful.
This cute Alpaca 70th Birthday Gift Journal / Diary / Notebook makes for a funny
birthday card / greeting card present! It is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank lined
pages with a white background theme for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or
even sketching.
This 70th Birthday Gift / Journal / Diary / Notebook makes an awesome unique
birthday card / greeting card idea ice cream present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches
in size with 110 blank lined pages for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or
even sketching.
This 70th Birthday Gift / Journal / Diary / Notebook make a wish birthday card / forever young
birthday present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank lined pages for writing down
thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just search
the words level up designs ] the age you are looking for + birthday, for example: level up
designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gift! It's fun, unique and sure to put a
smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one, or acquaintance, it will remind them of that
special birthday for years to come. This book which can be used as a journal, diary, or
notebook features: 105 lined pages SPACIOUS lines for plenty of room to write. QUALITY
paper A book size of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design
that is PERFECT for your special someone! Click on our name above or search Level Up
Designs books and check out some of our other fun birthday books!
This 70th Birthday Gift Day Planner / Weekly Planner / Notebook makes for a great birthday
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card / greeting card present! It is 6 x 9 inches in size with 120 pages with a white background
theme for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, and tasks.
This 70th Birthday Gift / Journal / Diary / Notebook happy birthday to you unique birthday card /
greeting card idea as a present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank lined pages
for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
This book is an approachable and comprehensive guide to ageing well in eight simple steps.
Bursting with bite-sized tips and inspirational quotes, each chapter is a joyful treasure-trove for
anyone who wants to live a full and happy life. "I commend this book to everyone of all ages,
and let us all Age Joyfully!" Dame Judi Dench Getting older should be something to enjoy and
celebrate. And it can be. Research shows that we can make a big difference to how well we
age. From staying active to connecting with others, this uplifting book shares the secrets to
ageing well in eight steps, to help keep you healthy and happy. Each step has easy-to-follow
tips, alongside inspiring words both ancient and modern... and more! Whether you choose to
follow some of the advice or all, this is the perfect guide for living a more fulfilled, healthy and
joyful life.
Funny birthday gift for a special moments that will make every person very happy using it. Just
$6.99 for a limited time. Hurry and order now before this offer disappears! This Personalized
Unique Quarantine Notebook is a Cool Bday Gift ideas for a special occasion and on Birthday
Party Forget the boring thank you card and gift them this unique journal that they can use and
always remember you by. Notebook Specification: Amazing design and high-quality paper with
Matte Cover 6""x9"" notebook, perfect size for your desk, backpack, school, home or work
Black and white interior with white paper 120 Blank lined Ruled page Ruled NoteBook Journal
it can be used as a notebook, journal, exercise book, making notes, to-do list, shopping lists,
journaling...
This 70th Birthday Gift / Journal / Diary / Notebook makes an awesome unique birthday card /
greeting card idea as a present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank lined pages
for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
This 70th Birthday Gift / Journal / Diary / Notebook makes an awesome unique birthday card /
forever young birthday present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank lined pages
for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
Looking for looking for a unique 70th birthday gift? Why not give the gift of relaxation with this
fantastic seventieth birthday coloring book! This beautifully designed 70th birthday coloring
book is filled with 30 unique, hand drawn coloring pages. The designs in this book offer a
range of paisley, henna and mandala style patterns with birthday messages, quotes and
designs included throughout. Each coloring page is printed single sided so you don't have to
worry about bleed through or ruining designs on the back of the page. This also means you
can easily remove your works of art for framing or hanging purposes when you're finished
without losing any of the other designs! A color test page has been included so you can test
your colors to see how they look on the paper before you start using them. So you don't have
to risk ruining any of the designs experimenting with new pens, pencils, paints or whatever
medium you chose. The designs in this book range in complexity, from simple easy to color
designs to more complex and intricate design. So you can start off on the easy patterns and
work your way up if you're new to coloring books, or jump straight in if you are already a
coloring book enthusiast. Alternatively, if you yourself like coloring, you can use this book as a
way to create a personalized 70th birthday gift by coloring in the pages yourself and giving
them to the birthday boy or girl. So they get a nice custom birthday present from you. We have
created a family friendly adult coloring book for every birthday! Which can be found here on
amazon. So you'll never be short of quality birthday gift ideas for anybody you know no matter
how old they are!
Happy 70th Birthday guest book, to guests to share their well wishes, photos and memories
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Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just search
the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday, for example: level up
designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gift! It's fun, unique and sure to put a
smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one, or acquaintance, it will remind them of that
special birthday for years to come. This book which can be used as a journal, diary, or
notebook features: 105 lined pages SPACIOUS lines for plenty of room to write. QUALITY
paper A book size of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design
that is PERFECT for your special someone! Click on our name above or search Level Up
Designs books and check out some of our other fun birthday books!
Join in on the fun and ask the Guest of Honor a few meaningful questions about the past and
the future. Record moments of history, thoughts, ideas and hopes for the future in this quick
interview autobiography. A wonderful addition to the party and a meaningful keepsake. This
book opens to a comfortable 8.5 x 17 for easy recording.* Record Your Life! Quick and Fun!*
Includes Celebration Memory Page* Two-page Guest Registry* Brief, four-page Notes from
Family & Friends* Colorful, Party Interior with Gold Lettering
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